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Abstract. The Centre for Integrated Systems Biology of Ageing and Nutrition
has developed a Data Portal and Integrator (CISBAN DPI) that is based on the
FuGE Object Model and which archives, stores, and retrieves raw highthroughput data. Until now, few published systems have successfully integrated
multiple omics data types and information about experiments in a single
database. The CISBAN DPI is the first published implementation of FuGE that
includes a database back-end, expert and standard interfaces, and utilizes a Life
Science Identifier (LSID) Resolution and Assigning service to identify objects
and provide programmatic access to the database. Having a central data
repository prevents deletion, loss, or accidental modification of primary data,
while giving convenient access to the data for publication and analysis. It also
provides a central location for storage of metadata for the high-throughput data
sets, and will facilitate subsequent data integration strategies.
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1 Introduction
Systems approaches to biological research lead to new challenges in data management
and integration. By their very nature, such projects can generate a large number of
diverse datasets that must be archived, correctly marked up with appropriate
metadata, and made available in a suitable form for subsequent analysis and
integration. It is desirable that this process be implemented as early as possible after
data generation to prevent data loss and ensure traceability throughout the data
management cycle. Whilst repositories have been developed previously for single
experiment-types and their associated metadata[1-4], the lack of suitable data
standards has hampered the development of a data storage system capable of storing
multiple data types in combination with a uniform set of experimental metadata.
Recently, the FuGE project was formed with the aim of standardizing the
experimental metadata for a range of ‘omics’ type experiments[5]. The FuGE

standard contains a model of experimental objects such as samples, protocols,
instruments, and software, and provides extension points for the creation of
technology-specific data standards. The availability of FuGE makes the development
of such a portal feasible not only to perform data capture, but also for the purpose of
integrating metadata from a range of experimental data sets.
In this paper we describe the development of a data portal and archive for use as
part of the data management infrastructure within a Systems Biology centre. The
Centre for Integrated Systems Biology of Ageing and Nutrition (CISBAN) aims to
advance understanding of the complex mechanisms underpinning the ageing process
and of how these mechanisms are affected by nutrition. The CISBAN Data Portal and
Integrator (CISBAN DPI) is a generic archive for high-throughput (HT) and quantityrich data sets, such as transcriptomics and proteomics data, that aims to integrate
information about the experimental procedures generating the data. The DPI utilizes
Milestone 3 of the open-source, community-driven Functional Genomics Experiment
Software ToolKit (FuGE STK). The structure of the DPI is based on the FuGE Object
Model (FuGE-OM) and accepts input and provides output formatted in FuGE Markup
Language (FuGE-ML). The main entry point for end-users is a web-based graphical
user interface that displays a simplified view of the underlying data structure and
allows upload of HT data and experimental information. The DPI STK provides
expert users with access to the fully implemented FuGE back-end. The DPI also uses
the Life Sciences Identifier (LSID) standard[6] to identify all components of an
experiment, including the HT data sets themselves. The final component is an LSID
server accepting programmatic queries via SOAP[7] and HTTP[8]. On the submission
of a LSID to this server by an appropriate client, the requested object is returned in
raw form for the HT data sets and in FuGE-ML format for experimental metadata.

2 Standards Employed
As the use of omics techniques by the scientific community has grown, the diversity,
number, and size of HT data sets has increased. Minimum reporting requirements
such as MIAME[9], MIAPE[10] and MIBBI1, and data exchange formats such as PSIMI[11] and MAGE-ML[12], provide consistent methods of exchange and storage.
Around these standardization efforts are a number of public databases able to store
and exchange data in formats that comply with their community’s standard, including
ArrayExpress[4] and GEO[1] for MIAME-compliant databases, and IntAct[3]
providing output in PSI-MI formats. A number of journals require deposition to these
databases prior to acceptance of submissions.
FuGE. Many journals and research bodies require gene, genome, protein and
transcriptome data to be submitted according to de facto standards. FuGE was
developed as the standard for storing information about a functional genomics
experiment, though the object model is generic enough to be useful for more than
functional genomics, and could model any biological experiment requiring the storage
1
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of data, high-throughput or otherwise. By modeling information including samples,
protocols, instruments, and software, FuGE provides an exchange format that allows
experiment sharing and comparison between groups. The microarray2 and proteomics
standards3 groups have already adopted the FuGE standard.
Universal Modeling Language (UML). UML4 helps developers create and visualize
models of systems, usually software systems. While on its own, UML is a useful
syntax to aid the correct structuring of a large project or application, greater
functionality can be drawn from UML diagrams when used in conjunction with
Model Driven Architecture (MDA) generators, which transform UML documents into
deployable systems. FuGE utilizes such an application in the creation of its XML
Schema Definition (XSD)5 and STK.
eXtensible Markup Language (XML). The bioinformatics community makes heavy
use of XML in data exchange and in programmatic access to databases. XML can be
heavily structured to make tokenizing and retrieval of the information simple. The
template with which FuGE-ML documents are created, and against which they may
be validated is an XML Schema (XSD). The XSD informs the programmer as to the
content and structure for a corresponding correctly-formatted XML document.
Life Science Identifiers (LSIDs). Universal Resource Names (URNs)[13] are a
combination of Namespace Identifier (NID) and Namespace Specific String (NSS) in
the format “‘urn:’ <NID> ‘:’ <NSS>”, and provide a useful way of uniquely
describing objects. Contrary to location-dependent Universal Resource Locators
(URLs)[14], a URN’s main benefit is its location independence: an object may still be
resolved via its URN, even if its physical location has changed. In an LSID, the NID
is ‘lsid’, and the NSS holds a domain name identifying the assigning namespace. An
LSID must also include an authority-specific namespace and a unique identifier, in
that
order[6].
An
example
of
an
CISBAN-formatted
LSID
is:
urn:lsid:cisban.cisbs.org:Investigation:1. Here, “cisban.cisbs.org” is the NSS,
“Investigation” is the authority-specific namespace, and “1” is the unique identifier.

3 Architectural design and implementation

3.1 Requirements
Until now, there have been no published implementations of the FuGE STK due to
the relative youth of the project. The use of FuGE-ML on its own meets the basic
requirement of the standard: to completely describe an experiment, including data,
2
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analyses, and information about the structure of the experiment. However, if storage
and modification history are required, the issue of versioning becomes dominant. The
core FuGE structure can record simple audit information but does not allow storage of
entire histories of changes to experimental objects. An archive or storage database
based on FuGE requiring the full history of the recording of an experiment must
implement versioning. A small addition to the FuGE-OM, implemented with handwritten code, provides this capability. For versioning to be implemented properly, all
objects must have stable and globally unique identifiers so they may be released
publicly without fear of overlap. Additionally, while the MDA approach can autogenerate a web front-end, we found the resulting application too complex to be useful
to the targeted users within CISBAN. It was more efficient and more useful to
manually develop an easy-to-use web application.
3.2 Architecture
An overview of the architecture of the CISBAN DPI is shown in Figure 1. The core
component of the FuGE Milestone 3 STK is the FuGE-OM. AndroMDA6, an MDA
generator, is used to transform the UML into:
• a Hibernate7-compatible database
• a Hibernate+Spring8 persistence and query layer, application framework
• Plain Old Java Objects (POJOs) as representations of FuGE objects
• an XSD
Hibernate is a service that allows the creation of an object/relational database
persistence and query layer, thus abstracting the low-level database code from the
programmer interface. Using AndroMDA-generated classes in conjunction with
Hibernate and Spring lets the developer work only with POJOs, and when ready to
populate, query or modify the database, send those objects to a service layer. The
service layer controls connections to Hibernate sessions, where standard database
operations are performed. AndroMDA can be configured such that any database
management system compatible with Hibernate may be used.
While all code discussed so far is generated automatically by AndroMDA, there
are sections which must be manually written. The current version of Hibernate has
limited XML support, but does not support sufficient features of the FuGE XSD to
generate FuGE-ML that can be validated against it. However, there are many freely
available XML processing libraries that create marshaling and unmarshaling classes,
given an XSD. In an addition made by the authors, the FuGE Milestone 3 STK9 now
includes JAXB210-generated code to help the user load and unload XML files into the
generated database. In addition to the JAXB2 code, conversion classes have been
manually written that map the JAXB2 objects to the POJOs created by AndroMDA.
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Fig. 1. An architectural overview of the DPI showing the flow of data between users and the
database. Dark grey boxes signify hand-written code, white code that is automatically
generated. The layer that is shaded from grey to white contains both types of code. Circles
mark access points.

Additions to the FuGE STK. A number of additions were made to the FuGE-OM
and to the FuGE STK to produce the CISBAN DPI, which fully includes and extends
the official Milestone 3 release. One of the main aims of the DPI is to layer changes
over the existing OM, maximizing the compatibility of the DPI with FuGE. All
described additions add only a single attribute to Identifiable elements in the
FuGE XSD. The LSID service and Web GUI presented here are the first to be used in
conjunction with FuGE.
CISBAN Identifiers are LSIDs. The DPI functions both as an archive and as a source
for data integration research, and as such it is imperative that the object referenced by
a CISBAN identifier never changes. A specific type of URN, the LSID, was chosen to
meet CISBAN requirements. The LSID specification requires object-identifier
permanence: once assigned, it must always resolve to an identical byte string. If the
data changes, a new LSID must be assigned. Additionally, a publicly-available
toolkit11 for implementing LSID resolution makes LSID usage straightforward.
A more complex versioning system. The ability to store a complete, versioned history
of all identifiable FuGE objects has been created with the addition of a set of entities
11
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layered on top of the existing OM. These additions are summarized in Figure 2, a
simplified diagram of the new entities.
Describable
Abstract
Audit and free text
attributes, among others
No LSIDs or other
permanent identifiers

Inherits from

Endurant
Abstract
Has an identifier (LSID)

1

Inherits from

0…*

Identifiable
Abstract
Has an identifier (LSID)
and a name.

Fig. 2. A simplified view of the additions made to the FuGE-OM when creating the CISBAN
DPI. The dark grey objects represent those entities added to create the CISBAN DPI. The white
objects are representations of some of the entities included in the FuGE-OM. Endurant
entities are children of Describable, as are Identifiable entities. Additionally, an
association between Identifiable and Endurant has been added to link a “permanent”
Endurant object to its Identifiable “snapshot” objects.

All objects in the standard FuGE-OM inherit from Describable allowing audit
trails, additional ontology terms and textual descriptions to be added to all objects.
Entities that inherit directly from Describable have no LSIDs or other identifiers.
Most objects in FuGE also inherit from Identifiable, allowing a unique
identifier and human-readable name to be attached to an object. The abstract entity
Endurant is a new child of Describable and sibling of Identifiable. Both
Identifiable and Endurant inherit from Describable and have an
identifier attribute, which in the CISBAN DPI is an LSID, therefore all children of
these two entities are identified by an LSID.
Endurant objects do not change their intrinsic value over time, and are identified
with an LSID. They may point to many versions of non-enduring objects, one version
for each modification and are, by CISBAN definition, unresolvable. This prevents the
LSID Authority from breaking the LSID specification, as the authority must not allow
the same LSlD to resolve to different objects. All other objects identified with an
LSID are children of the Identifiable entity, which identify a particular version

of the object associated with the Endurant. Because of this, such LSIDs will always
point to the same, single, version of the object, and are resolvable.
The Endurant classes allow every Identifiable in the FuGE-OM to
represent a single revision in the history of the Endurant: new objects are added to
the database with every change, however minute. The state of an object at any point in
its history is easily retrievable, as is the latest version of each object. Error-correction
or addition of information, such as fixing a typo in the name of a robot, will create an
additional Identifiable associated with the same Endurant. A fundamental
change in an object (such as the addition of a new camera on a robot) will mean the
creation of a new Endurant with a new LSID.
LSID Authority and Assigner. Based on the LSID toolkit available from the opensource LSID project, a set of jars allowing access to CISBAN LSID services is
integrated into the CISBAN DPI’s UI and STK. The CISBAN LSID Authority works
both as assigner and resolution service. According to the specification, LSID
resolution services must implement two methods: getMetadata() and
getData(). getMetadata() may return anything, and is not required to always
return the same thing. It is the getData() method which must indicate an
unresolvable error condition or return a byte–identical value for each successful
invocation. Table 1 describes the return types for the CISBAN resolution.
Table 1. Summary of the resolution of CISBAN LSIDs. The header column lists the type of
LSID, and the header row lists the LSID Authority’s available method calls. The “HT Data Set”
is Identifiable, but is dealt with differently and thus is summarized separately.

Endurant
Identifiable
HT Data Set
Timestamped

getMetadata()
LSID of latest version
LSID of latest version
LSID of latest holding experiment
LSID of latest version

getData()
null / non-resolvable
FuGE-ML for that object
original file + DPI identifier
FuGE-ML as at the stated time

Any valid LSID may have a timestamp appended to it, resulting in retrieval of the
FuGE-ML document corresponding to that time point. HT data may also be retrieved
with these constructed LSIDs though, being an archive, the DPI only stores one
version for each HT data set. To ensure that FuGE-ML formatting changes do not
result in a different object being returned in a getData() call, any whitespace
changes will be resolved by running the FuGE-ML-formatted object through a XML
formatter. However, even if whitespace errors are removed, changes in the UML
could propagate to the database table name, Java class name and XML element name.
Because a single change has a far-reaching effect, attempting to minimize this
problem by, for example, returning the Java object, does not help and limits the users.
Therefore, whenever such format changes occur, affected LSIDs will become
unresolvable, and getMetadata()will return an LSID to the latest version.
Large object storage for HT data. An additional blob store was integrated into the
database schema created by the STK. This new UML entity, RawData, was created

as a concrete child of Data, an abstract UML entity already present within the FuGEOM. Of the other two children of Data, ExternalData cannot be used as it refers
to its data item via a URI and CISBAN data must be stored within the database, and
InternalData requires a certain internal structure for the data sets that cannot be
guaranteed for CISBAN data sets. RawData stores the HT data as a blob, though in
future other options will be examined such as storing file references to the HT data.
Simple graphical user interface. From requirements-gathering sessions between
bioinformaticians and experimentalists within CISBAN, the qualities deemed most
important in the CISBAN DPI were ease-of-use and, more importantly, speed-of-use.
CISBAN researchers currently require only a few sections of the exhaustive FuGE
standard, therefore while the DPI back-end is capable of storing everything modeled
in the OM, the front-end provides a simpler view consisting mainly of HT data sets,
person and organization details, protocols, and experimental hypotheses and
conclusions. The front-end is written in a combination of Java and Java Server Pages
(JSPs)12 and deployed on a Tomcat13 server. Many sections of the input forms are prefilled with information on known instruments and methodologies of the CISBAN
laboratory groups. While AndroMDA can generate a web front-end, it is a
visualization of the OM and therefore not intuitive for the end-user.

4 Availability
Slides, graphics, and the DPI OM and STK are available from the CISBAN DPI
project page at http://www.cisban.ac.uk/cisbanDPI.html. A working “sandbox”
version of the CISBAN DPI and STK, including an entirely independent example
database, LSID application and web interface will be available from the CISBAN
website by March 2007. The STK is still at an early stage, and does not come with
any guaranteed user support, though comments and questions are encouraged and
should be sent to the CISBAN helpdesk at helpdesk@cisban.ac.uk.

5 Conclusion
Systems biology projects, and especially centers, produce a large amount of raw HT
data in the course of their research. A central archive provides:
• a straightforward capture method for essential experimental metadata,
• a safe location to store original, unmodified data to prevent accidental
loss or modification,
• a central location from which users can view all of their data in a
uniform fashion, as well as data from others working on the same project
• a complete history for all metadata associated with the HT data sets in the
form of versioned objects,
12
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•

the first complete implementation of FuGE Milestone 3 from database
back-end through to web front-end, including a full library of code to
manipulate and export/import information from FuGE-ML input files and
the FuGE-OM-based database, which will speed data preparation and ease
the submission process,
• retrieval mechanisms via a web interface and via an LSID server utilizing
HTTP and SOAP protocols, and
• a single resource from which bioinformaticians can draw for their own
research, and which acts as a first step in the data integration process
within CISBAN.
The CISBAN DPI provides uncomplicated experimental data and metadata
integration and storage, irrespective of data type. The amount of experimental
information stored may be as much or as little of the FuGE standard as is required by
end-users. The importance of utilizing standards in database and application
development is growing as stringent, standardized, format requirements for published
data are set by publishing and research bodies. Capturing data in a standard format is
an essential part of simplifying integration efforts with external data sources, and
helps to promote a systems-level approach to research. With the realization of a
complete start-to-finish implementation FuGE database, STK and web interface, the
CISBAN DPI is at the forefront of data standards implementation.

6 Future Plans
The CISBAN DPI’s successful implementation of FuGE shows how straightforward
and practical the use of such an all-encompassing standard can be. The HT data sets
and their associated experimental information will be crucial inputs in a variety of
bioinformatics research projects within the Centre. We plan to expand the web frontend to feature more complex search functions and to conform to community
minimum reporting requirements. Additionally, using terms from ontologies such as
the Ontology of Biomedical Investigations (OBI)14 will add richness to the stored
experimental information as well as the potential to programmatically compare
experiments. To cater for the large amount of automatically generated data, we will
develop a batch loader to automatically load HT data sets into the DPI. It may also be
possible to provide certain aspects of the DPI via applications such as Taverna[15].
We hope that other project with similar data management requirements will find this
work useful and applicable to their own needs.
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